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Equity and bond markets once again sold off simultaneously in February. First, concerns
around inflation and the potential need for more rate hikes slowing future growth
continued, before the potential and then realised Russian invasion of Ukraine dominated
sentiment. Global equities, led by Europe, suffered significant falls, leaving most down
fairly heavily for the year. Bonds also struggled as the war fanned inflation fears further
and central banks have little room for manoeuvre with regards to rates. Credit markets
behaved relatively well, IG spreads widened somewhat, but less than in January.
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The big moves came in commodities where backwardation entered its
percentile, and
at the time of writing there have been various unprecedented moves where timespreads
are concerned, perhaps unsurprising given one of the world’s foremost energy & grain
producers has invaded one of its other large grain producers.
The Fund returned 0.1%.

The rates volatility strategies were positive contributors, providing positive performance
in spite of yields’ late dive downwards during the month. Interestingly, even as the
situation has escalated through early March, yields have returned to their upward
trajectory; investors simply cannot count on traditional 60/40 diversification in a scenario
which puts more pressure on prices in a previously inflationary environment.

Total Return

2022

Feb

UK 100

1.4%

0.3%

US 500

-8.1%

-3.0%

Europe 50

-8.5%

-5.9%

Japan 225

-7.8%

-1.7%

Hong Kong 50

-2.9%

-4.6%

US 2000

-8.7%

1.1%

Swiss 30

-6.9%

-1.9%

BCOM

15.5%

6.2%

US Treasury

-3.3%

-1.1%

Euro Property

-6.4%

-2.8%

PGF

-3.0%

-1.8%

AGF

-0.2%

0.1%

Real Estate

-8.2%

-2.5%

US Equity Income

-8.0%

-3.1%

At the end of the month the Fund’s long CDS positions were increased. These positions
benefit from stress in credit markets as spreads widen. As previously mentioned, credit
has been relatively well behaved thus far, with spreads sitting at levels less than 50% of
where they reached in March 2020, and lower than they reached at the end of 2018. The
CDS positions have posted moderate returns this year. However, if there were to be
further escalation, or indeed given the generally inflationary and debt-ladened backdrop
with nowhere to go for yields, credit markets are highly unlikely to escape unscathed in
any crisis.

The Fund’s commodity strategies were detractors. These together form the Fund’s
highest risk weight. These strategies are some of the oldest, staple, persistent risk premia
there are. They are also negatively correlated to risk through time. Investors will be aware
that this Fund is not one in which macro calls are being made in order to time in and out
of risk premia, but rather tilts to risk are made. The commodity strategies currently
represent less than half of their permitted risk tolerance. The entry point as at the end of
February was the best of the past 40 years, and has since improved further. As events
unfold it is likely they will be added to in light of this.
The Fund’s equity volatility strategies were detractors. The US version in particular is long
‘the wings’ whilst selling closer to the money, meaning that for moves such as those seen
thus far it is likely to drift somewhat before benefitting in ‘tail events’, the magnitude of
which has not yet been reached.
It is currently difficult to tell whether unfolding events will increase the speed and
magnitude of rate rises and/or tapering in order to try to cool prices, or whether it will
have the opposite effect as central banks attempt to continue to support economies.
What is clear is that the timing of the invasion has left central banks at a crossroads; they
may feel that they must temper planned rises in order to not turn the current correction
into a truly stressed market scenario, but clearly this comes at a cost to the end
consumer. In the long run, the old adage that ‘high prices cure high prices’ tends to run
true, it is just that the cure tends to be a massive recession (see the commodity strategies
being negatively correlated to risk). Either way, maintaining assets in portfolios that are
truly uncorrelated to equities and bonds has seldom been more important.
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- This document has been issued and approved as a
financial promotion by Fortem Capital Limited for the
purpose of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets
Acts 2000. Fortem Capital Limited registration number
10042702 is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority under firm reference number 755370.
- This document is intended for Professional Investors,
Institutional Clients and Advisors and should not be
communicated to any other person.
- The information has been prepared solely for information
purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation of an offer
to buy or sell the product.
- Data is sourced from Fortem Capital Limited and external
sources. The data is as at the date of this document and has
been reviewed by Fortem Capital Limited.
- Information, including prices, analytical data and opinions
contained within this document are believed to be correct,
accurate and derived from reliable sources as at the date of
the document. However, no representation or warranty,
expressed or implied is made as to the correctness,
accuracy or validity of such information.
- Fortem Capital Limited assumes no responsibility or
"NOTICE TO INVESTORS DOMICILED OR RESIDENT IN
SWITZERLAND - The interests in the UCITS Fund and any
related services, information and opinions described or
referenced in this document are not, and may not be,
offered or marketed to or directed at persons in
Switzerland (a) that do not meet the definition of "qualified
investor" pursuant to the Swiss Federal Act on Collective
Investment Schemes of 23 June 2006 ("CISA") ("NonQualified Investors"), or (b) that are high net worth
individuals (including private investment structures
established for such high-net worth individuals if they do
not have professional treasury operations) that have opted
out of customer protection under the Swiss Federal
Financial Services Act of 15 June 2018 ("FinSA") and that
have elected to be treated as "professional clients" and
"qualified investors" under the FinSA and the CISA,
respectively ("Elective Qualified Investors").
In particular, none of the information provided in this
document should be construed as an offer in Switzerland
for the purchase or sale of the interests or any related
services, nor as advertising in Switzerland for the interests
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liability for any errors, omissions or inaccuracy with respect
to the information contained within this document.
- All price and analytical data included in this document is
intended for indicative purposes only and is as at the date
of the document.
- The information within this document does not take into
account the specific investment objective or financial
situation of any person. Investors should refer to the final
documentation and any prospectus to ascertain all of the
risks and terms associated with these securities and seek
independent advice, where necessary, before making any
decision to buy or sell.
- The product may not be offered, sold, transferred or
delivered directly or indirectly in the United States to, or for
the account or benefit of, any U.S. Person.
- The Fortem Capital Progressive Growth Fund is a SubFund of Skyline, an open-ended investment company with
variable capital incorporated on 1 June 2010 with limited
liability under the laws of Ireland with segregated liability
between Funds. The Company is authorised in Ireland by
the Central Bank of Ireland pursuant to the UCITS
Regulations.
or any related services, to or directed at Non-Qualified
Investors or Elective Qualified Investors. Circulating or
otherwise providing access to this document or offering,
advertising or selling the interests or any related services to
Non-Qualified Investors or Elective Qualified Investors may
trigger, in particular, approval requirements and other
regulatory requirements in Switzerland.
This document does not constitute a prospectus pursuant
to Articles 35 et seqq. FinSA and may not fulfil the
information standards established thereunder. No key
information document pursuant to Swiss law has been
established for the interests. The interests will not be listed
or admitted to trading on a Swiss trading venue and,
consequently, the information presented in this document
may not fulfil the information standards set out in the
relevant trading venue rules."
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